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Abstract: Forest harvest alters natural nutrient cycles, which is reflected in stream water run-off from
harvested catchments. Nitrate is an essential nutrient for plant growth, but increased concentrations
in rivers, lakes, and oceans have contributed to eutrophication and anoxic conditions. Based on a
literature review, we assessed the impact of three different harvest methods—clearcut, patchcut,
and selective harvest—on nitrate concentrations in temperate forest streams. In a meta-analysis,
the influence of harvest methods and additional environmental variables was analysed. Nitrate
concentrations are significantly influenced by harvest methods, forest composition, site altitude,
and time passed after the harvesting. The remaining unexplained between-site variability is small
compared to the between-site variability explained by the model, indicating the model’s validity.
The effect of forest harvest is most pronounced in coniferous and deciduous forests, where clearcuts
and patchcuts result in high nitrate run-off three to five years after harvest. Mixed forest plots can
compensate for clearcut and patchcut, and do not show a significantly increased nitrate concentration
after harvest. Selective harvest at low intensities succeeded in maintaining nitrate levels similar to
control or pre-harvest levels in coniferous and mixed forests, and showed a positive but not significant
trend in deciduous forests. Coniferous and deciduous monocultures clearly face the problem that
nitrate wash-out cannot be minimized by reducing clearcut to patchcut harvest, whereas mixed
forests are more suitable to diminish nitrate wash-out in both clearcut and patchcut.
Keywords: forest management; water quality; nitrogen; water chemistry

1. Introduction
Stream water quality is influenced by the surrounding landscape, with minerals and salts from
the soil leaching into the water [1]. Nitrogen in particular plays a major role in the eutrophication
of rivers and lakes and anoxia in coastal oceans [2,3]. It is the main component of agricultural
fertilizers, and the increased use of fertilizers is strongly related to an increase in nitrate leaching
into nearby rivers [4,5]. Regulations such as the EU Water Framework Directive and the US
Clean Water Act attempt to protect water quality and ensure a good status of surface water and
groundwater [6–9]. Compared to agricultural areas, water draining from forested watersheds has
lower nitrate concentrations [10–12]. Nevertheless, forest harvest can result in an increased run-off
and nutrient loss [13–15]. Streamside management zones can reduce nutrient loss [9,16,17], whereas
clearcut leads to an increased stream-nitrate concentration, which has been documented in several
study sites (e.g., Plynlimon in the UK, Hubbard Brook and Coweeta Experimental Forests in the
USA [18–20]). The duration of nitrate run-off and the long-term consequences have received less
attention, and so far there has been no endeavour to systematically synthesize forest harvest effects
on stream nitrate concentration and their long-term consequences [13,21,22]). Furthermore, forest
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harvest practices beyond clearcutting—but which are of increasing importance, especially in Central
Europe—are less well investigated [13]. In the light of increasing demand for bioenergy and the
increased pressure on harvest, forest management is likely to change in the near future [23].
Nitrate concentrations in streams are potentially influenced by the type of forest harvest and
other environmental variables accounting for forest management, temporal changes, and site-specific
characteristics [24]. Leaves from deciduous forests have another decomposition rate than needles
from conifers, and may influence the nitrate leaching from soils to streams [25,26]. N deposition can
change absolute values for nitrate output in streams [27], but may have no impact on the difference
between harvested and non-harvested control sites adjacent to each other. We hypothesized that nitrate
patterns follow a temporal trend, and differences between harvested and control sites are largest in
the year following the intervention. In a meta-analysis of the effects of forest harvesting on stream
nitrate concentrations, we quantitatively synthesize knowledge gained in individual studies to extract
patterns, independent from individual features of research sites, as well as highlighting research
gaps to encourage future efforts. Our objective was to find out whether different forest harvest types
(clearcut, patchcut, and selective harvest) influence the nitrate concentrations in streams in comparison
to unharvested control sites. We further investigated whether other environmental variables could
predict differences in nitrate concentrations between harvested and control sites.
2. Methods
2.1. Literature Search and Data Extraction
A scoping literature search according to the Collaboration for Environmental Evidence [28]
evaluated relevant search terms, and resulted in a Web of Science search on 25 March 2015 at the
University of Freiburg with the topic search terms: (‘water quality’ OR nitrogen OR nitrate OR nitrite
OR ‘nonpoint source pollution’ OR ‘nonpoint-source pollution’) AND (stream* OR river*) AND *forest*
AND (manage* OR liming OR clear-cut* OR clearcut* OR logging OR harvest* OR deforestation OR
thinning OR selective) NOT (*tropic* OR boreal OR mangrove OR South*Asia OR Africa* OR Brazil*
OR Marine). Articles with agricultur* in the title were excluded with the option NOT agricultur* in
‘Title’. Excluding articles with agriculture in the title was necessary to avoid hitting a large amount
of literature comparing run-off from agricultural fields and forest, which was beyond the scope
of this study.
- The site was situated in a temperate region, defined according to the nemoral zonobiom in Walter
and Breckle [29], covering Central and Eastern Europe, the United Kingdom, large parts of Eastern
North America, and smaller parts in Western North America. It equally covers New Zealand, Korea,
and Eastern China.
- At least half of the catchment had to be covered by the treated forest to minimize the risk of being
influenced by a second unmeasured change in the catchment.
- Forest management needed to be clearly described. Forest should be a main subject in the abstract,
so that we could assume that the management is described in detail in the main text.
- Water quality had to be measured in streams or rivers. No soil or lake water quality was considered.
- Nitrogen was given in the form of nitrate or nitrate-nitrogen as response variable to forest
management. Studies were excluded if the abstract contained no hint that water chemistry
was measured.
- The study design needed to provide a control, and was either a control–impact or a before–after
experimental design.

Box 1. Inclusion criteria.

Title and abstract of the articles were screened according to a set of inclusion criteria (Box 1).
Two assessors screened a subset of first 100 and then another 500 studies, and differences in their
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assessment were discussed. From then on, studies were screened by one of the two assessors. Articles
that went into full-text reading were checked for additional inclusion criteria:
- Forest harvest could be classed into one of the following categories: clearcut, selective harvest,
or patchcut.
- Time of nitrate measurement was given in relation to the forest harvest (e.g., measured in the
first year after clearcut).
Data were extracted from publications that met the inclusion criteria. Data from long-term
research sites happened to be used several times in different publications. Special care was taken
to include these duplicated data only once. Annual mean nitrate concentration, standard deviation,
and sample size were extracted from text, tables, and figures for all harvested and control sites. If no
control site was available, before-harvest values were taken as comparison. Aside from before–after
control–impact (BACI) studies, which have a preharvest calibration phase [12,30], we also included
16 before–after and 13 control–impact studies, as their results did not systematically differ from the
23 BACI studies. WebPlotDigitizer was used to extract data points from figures [31]. Nitrogen-nitrate
was converted to NO3 in µg/L. Two studies [32,33] did not provide enough data to extract the
annual standard deviation, and we estimated standard deviation according to Bracken [34] and
Lajeunesse [35], considering the relationship between effect size and variance in all other studies.
Environmental variables were recorded to explain variability in the effect sizes and account for
site-to-site differences. In total, nine variables were extracted from every study: harvest year, time after
harvest (years after harvest intervention), catchment size of the harvested watershed (ha), mean annual
temperature ( C), annual precipitation (mm/annum), altitude (m a.s.l.), and three components of forest
management: forest harvest, forest age (years), and forest composition (Table 1). Forest composition
was classified as coniferous, mixed, and deciduous stands. Coniferous stands were covered at least
90% with coniferous trees, and deciduous stands had less than 10% coniferous trees.
Forest harvest was categorized as clearcut, patchcut, or selective harvest. Clearcut was defined
as tree removal of at least 90% of the forest. Patchcut meant the removal trees in patches of variable
sizes, and we further distinguished patchcut into two different intensities: high intensity (meaning
that at least 45% of all trees were removed in patches) and low intensity (including forests with less
than 45% of forest removal). Selective harvest implies harvesting of individual trees selected according
to different criteria (e.g., shelterwood forestry), and we equally distinguished into high intensity with
at least 45% of trees removed and low intensity reflecting less than 45% tree removal (classification
adapted from [26]).
2.2. Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were conducted in R [36], using packages nlme [37] and metafor [38].
To investigate changes in nitrate concentration, the standardized mean difference Hedges’ d and the
t X̄c
corresponding variance were used to compute effect sizes [39]. Hedges0 d = X̄
· J; where Xt is
S
pooled

the nitrate concentration in the harvested and Xc the concentration in the control forest or before the
harvest intervention (Table S1); Spooled is the within-study variance, and J a correction factor for small
sample size.
Effect sizes were used in a meta-analysis to quantify and test the relationship between forest
harvest, temporal trends, and other environmental predictors which cannot be accomplished by a
narrative review. The meta-analysis was realized in the form of an additive mixed model (Equation (1))
to assess the influence of nine environmental predictors on the effect size reflecting changes in
nitrate concentrations. Subsequent model selection was based on the F-statistic, and parameters
were estimated with maximum likelihood. We assumed that the time after intervention influences the
effect size, but not necessarily linearly, and eventually gets back to pre-harvest level after a certain
time. Splines on the “time after harvest” allowed flexible functions of time to be fit . Most sites were
measured over several years after the forest harvest, resulting in several non-independent effect sizes.
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The model included the non-independence of effect sizes, taken in subsequent years on the same site,
in the form of a temporal autocorrelation structure with time lag one [40] and nested in a random
effect for sites.
yi = b 0 + b 1 x1i + b 2 x2i + b 3 x3i + f (ti ) + g0j + g1j · ti + ei ;

for

ei ⇠ N (0, W)

(1)

where yi are effects sizes per site and year, xi are environmental variables, f (ti ) represents the regression
spline on the time after harvest, g0j & g1j are random intercept and random slope for time in the
j-th study, and W is the variance–covariance matrix fitting a continuous time AR(1) structure [41].
Subgroup analysis was done for each harvest type and forest composition ([42] [S2]) .
2.2.1. Between-Site Variability
In linear regressions, we are usually interested in how much of the variance is explained by the model,
mainly computed as R2 , a ratio of explained to total variance. In a meta-analysis, the total variance is
partitioned into between-study variability—also called heterogeneity—and within-study variability.
The between-study variability T2 is given by the variance of the random effect in linear-mixed models.
In our meta-analysis, there are several sites per study, and we are actually interested in the between-site
variability. The between-site variability of the effect sizes may have changed over the years. We expected
a lower variability after a few years due to a diminishing management effect. Models with random
slope on “time after harvest” nested in sites were used and performance compared to models with
random intercept on sites using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC).
We further included predictors in our model that explained part of the between-site variability
2
2
2
resulting in an estimated between-site variability of Ttotal
= Texplained
+ Tunexplained
. Total between-site

2 ) was estimated as the variance of the random effect of a model without predictors,
variability (Ttotal
2
and unexplained between-site variability (Tunexplained
) was given by the variance of the random effect
of the model with predictors ([42], p. 200).
In meta-analysis, I2 is the proportion of the between-site variance to the total variance [43,44].
In meta-regression, part of the between-site variance is explained by predictors. Of main interest
is the contribution of the unexplained between-site variability to the total unexplained variance,
which is the unexplained between-site variability plus within-site variance. Thus, we calculated
2
Iunexpl
=

2
Tunexplained
2
(Tunexplained +S2 )

; S2 is the estimated within-site variance according to Nakagawa and Santos [45].

In addition, the between-site variance changed over the years (random slope on time after harvest),
and we were therefore interested in the annual ratio of unexplained between-site variability and total
unexplained variance (S2).
2.2.2. Study Weights
Meta-analysis has been criticized for its “garbage in, garbage out” problem; i.e., combining weak
studies and carrying over fundamental errors of primary studies to the meta-analysis [42]. Studies are
commonly weighted according to their inverse variance, with the assumption that the study variance
was known. Study variance alone may not reflect reliability of results and sufficiently down-weigh
unreliable studies. To avoid giving a strong weight to poor-quality studies, we decreased the weight of
weak studies by multiplying the variance of each site with the level of evidence of the study. Levels of
evidence were assessed by combining study design and study quality criteria to derive the reliability
of underlying study results (sensu [46]). We investigate the consequences of this approach below.
2.2.3. Publication Bias
Publication bias occurs because not all results are published, particularly non-significant results
may remain in the drawer [45,47,48]. Egger’s regression test detects publication bias, which is reflected
in an asymmetric distribution of effect sizes [49]. As the distribution of effect sizes may be explained by
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covariates, a modified version of the Egger’s regression test was used, testing the weighted normalized
residuals from the additive mixed model against their standard error [45,50].
3. Results
3.1. Data Extraction and Description
The literature search resulted in 2180 publications in Web of Science. Title and abstract screening
by two assessors agreed in 74 of the first 100 studies, and after discussing the divergences, the level of
agreement could be increased to 82% for the next 500 studies. Title and abstract screening resulted in 216
studies that were retained for full-text reading. Full-text reading resulted in 21 peer-reviewed papers
and 3 raw-data sets. References of papers led to one additional study. The extracted 52 paired-watershed
sites were measured over several years, resulting in 348 effects sizes (one effect size per year per site,
Table S1).
Most of the 25 studies were conducted in the United States (15), followed by Japan (4), the UK (3),
and one study each in Germany, Ireland, and New Zealand. They cover time series up to 40 years,
and there was one study that measured the impact of forest harvest in the 53rd and 54th year after
harvest [51]. Most data are available for the first ten years after harvest (Figure 1).
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patchcut−high

5.0

patchcut−low
selective−high

Effect size

selective−low

2.5

0.0

−2.5
10

20

30

40

50

Time after harvest

Figure 1. Standardized mean difference of stream nitrate concentrations plotted against post-harvest
time series. Colours reflect the different harvest types. Most long-term studies were clearcut treatments.
Seven studies had records for more than fifteen years after harvest.

3.2. Assessing the Influence of Forest Harvest on Nitrate Concentrations
Nitrate concentrations in streams are potentially influenced by forest harvest and other
environmental variables accounting for forest management, temporal changes, and site-specific
characteristics (Table 1).
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Table 1. Environmental variables used as predictors in the additive mixed model before model selection.
Environmental Variable

Description

Harvest treatment

Clearcut: 26 sites
Patchcut at high intensity: nine sites, and low intensity: six sites
Selective harvest at high intensity: three sites, and low intensity: eight sites.

Forest age

20 to 100 years, with four exceptionally old sites of 450 and 600 years.

Forest composition

Coniferous forests: 27 sites
Mixed forests: 14 sites
Deciduous forests: 11 sites

Time after harvest

The time of NO3 -measurements in relation to forest harvest ranged from 1
to 54 years. Forty-five effect sizes were from the first year after intervention,
decreasing to 39 in the second and 33 in the third year. Two thirds of effect sizes
were from the first 12 years.

Harvest year

Earliest harvest took place in 1926, but measurements on this site were taken
only 50 years later [51]. First forest harvests with measurements directly after
the intervention were from the 1960s. Most studies (15) investigated harvesting
between 2000 and 2006. The last forest harvests investigated took place in 2006,
and were published in 2011 [52–55]. The 10 sites harvested in the 1980s were
those with the most long-term research, and provided 117 data points around
12 years of investigation after harvest.

Catchment size

Sites covering small catchments with less than 100 ha were most abundant (37).
One catchment was as large as 2031 ha [56], and the remaining sites all ranged
between 100 and 600 ha.

Mean annual temperature

Ranged from 4.6 to 14 C, whereas most sites were between 5 to 13 C. Catskill,
USA had the lowest mean temperature (4.6 to 5.2 C). The warmest sites were in
Hubbard Brook, USA and Japan with 14 C.

Annual precipitation

Ranged from 1156 mm/annum in Cloosh, Ireland, to 3333 mm/annum in the
Hoh river valley, USA.

Altitude

The lowest place was at 63 m a.s.l, the same catchment that obtained lowest
precipitation in Cloosh, Ireland [57]. Great Smoky Mountains National, USA had
the most elevated site (1162 m).

An additive mixed effects model with a regression spline on “time after harvest” [58] was used
to assess the influence of environmental variables on stream nitrate. Model selection resulted in four
predictors (Table 2).
Table 2. F-test for the parameters of the selected model with temporal autocorrelation and a regression
spline on time.
Predictor

Degrees of Freedom

F-Statistic

p-Value

Time after harvest (spline)
Harvest treatment
Forest composition
Altitude

11.46
4
2
1

11.07
7.07
8.82
25.32

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

In the first three to five years, clearcut and patchcut significantly increased nitrate concentration
in coniferous and deciduous forests (Figure 2). Selective harvest at high intensity was significantly
increased in the first year after intervention in coniferous forests and in deciduous forests. Mixed
forests were influenced by selective harvest at high intensity, and did not significantly differ under
all other forest regimes. Selective harvest at low intensity did not alter nitrate concentration, but
showed a positive trend in deciduous forests. In some treatments and sites, we found a trend for
overcompensation: in mixed forests with high intensities of patchcut and selective harvest and in
clearcut and patchcut coniferous forests, the concentration of nitrate drops below the concentration of
control streams after four to five years.
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Figure 2. Subgroup analysis for every combination of forest harvest and forest composition. Summary
effect sizes are plotted with confidence intervals against time for the first ten years. Number of studies
entering the subgroup analysis is given by “N =” in each plot. Coniferous and deciduous forests show
a significantly elevated nitrate concentration three to five years after clearcut and patchcut harvests,
contrary to mixed forests. Selective harvest at low intensity does not significantly influence nitrate
concentrations.

3.3. Between-Site Variability
Models with random slopes on the time after harvest nested in sites attained a better model fit
(AIC = 1758) than random intercept models (AIC = 2603; likelihood ratio 837.6; p < 0.001).
The unexplained between-site variability was small compared to the explained between-site variability
(Figure 3a). The ratio of unexplained heterogeneity toward unaccounted variability indicates that
between-site variability makes up the largest proportion in the unexplained variance (Figure 3b),
with an increasing trend. The increasing trend is related to the increasing unexplained between-site
variability with close-to-unchanged within-site variability (S2 , between 0.21 and 0.27).
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Figure 3. (a) Annual between-site variability is partitioned into explained and unexplained
heterogeneity. While unexplained heterogeneity linearly increases over the years, heterogeneity
explained by the meta-analytical model decreases in the first two years before it increases again after
the fourth year. (b) Total unexplained variability consists of unexplained between-site and within-site
2
variability. The ratio Iunexpl
is larger than 50 (dotted line), which indicates that between-site variability
2
2
2
is larger than within-site variability (Iunexpl
= Tunexplained
/( Tunexplained
+ S2 )).

3.4. Study Weights and Evidence Assessments
Re-weighting studies by their level of evidence led to no change in model selection, and the
magnitude of the effect changes only slightly without any different interpretation. The level-of-evidence
score was significantly positively correlated with variance (r = 0.17, t = 3.12, p = 0.002). Low
variability in the level-of-evidence score (from 3.2 to 4, see also S2) resulted in a low correlation
coefficient (r = 0.17) that was still significantly different from zero, indicating that studies penalized by
their higher variances also scored less well on the level-of-evidence scale. Down-weighting of studies
providing weak evidence did not influence our results.
3.5. Publication Bias
The distribution of the standard error against normalized residuals was symmetrically distributed
around zero (S2), and Egger’s regression test was not significant (t-statistic = 0.18, p = 0.86). There is
thus no evidence of a publication bias.
4. Discussion
The present meta-analysis shows that forest harvesting practices influence nitrate concentration
in temperate streams with elevated concentrations three to five years after harvest.
The influence of harvest on stream nitrate was mediated by forest type. Coniferous and deciduous
forests induced a similar nitrate pattern, in contrast to mixed forests. Although differences in soil-water
nitrate concentrations in deciduous and coniferous forests are known—such as higher N deposition in
coniferous and higher topsoil N storage of nitrogen in deciduous forests [13,25,59–61]—they are not
reflected in the results of our meta-analysis. Mixed forests do not show an increase in stream nitrate
concentration after clearcut and patchcut harvest. Higher species diversity—favoured by microhabitat
diversity—may buffer effects of nitrate leaching and lead to a more stable ecosystem [62–64]. Nitrate
levels in mixed forests dropped even below the pre-harvest level in patchcut and high-intensity
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selective-harvest forests. This may be caused by rapidly regrowing vegetation with high nitrogen
demand [65].Although sample size for mixed forests was low, our analysis points towards the
important role that mixed forests can play in minimizing nitrate efflux.
Clearcut and patchcut harvest increased nitrate concentration for the first three-to-five years
before returning to control-site level in coniferous and deciduous stands, which is consistent with
previous findings [12,25,66]. Clearcuts expose soils to sunlight and associated temperature increase,
which can accelerate mineralization and nitrification [67]. Together with rain and no more interception
loss, run-off and nutrient wash-out increase [13,68]. An additional source of nitrogen comes from
decomposing logging residue releasing nutrients, and may equally increase nitrate leaching to adjacent
streams [30]. Reduction of nitrate in leachate after a few years was found to be correlated with
regrowing vegetation that took up nitrate [13,69]. In addition, topsoil may have by then lost most
nutrients through wash-out [70].
Selective harvest management at low intensity did not alter nitrate concentration. Impact was
small and only limited wash-out of nutrients took place [71]. Soil flora faced less severe changes
in selective harvest than in clearcut areas. Its impact is probably smallest, due to not opening
up larger areas of bare soil. Selective harvest plays an important role in today’s forestry practice
recommendations [72–76], often aiming at close-to-nature forest management [77]. Selective harvest
was represented only by a low number of samples in the meta-analysis, and future research on selective
harvest intervention with various forest compositions is needed to verify the reliability of the findings.
The harvest year was included in the set of predictors as proxy for environmental context that
may have changed over the years, such as atmospheric N deposition. Nitrogen compounds increased
in natural systems through the N deposition derived from anthropogenic industrial nitrogen oxides,
which was a major problem in the 1980s and decreased at the beginning of this century [25,78–80].
The time of harvest was not significant in the meta-analytical model, and based on the assumption
that N deposition is correlated with year, changing deposition rates did not influence nitrate run-off
from harvested forest streams in comparison to control sites. This result was consistent with results of
a review by Campbell et al. [81].
Between-site differences were likely to be further mediated by soil composition [82–84]. N storage
capacity and mineralization rate influence the amount of nitrogen retained in the soil [13,59].
The presence of ammonium and oxygen favour nitrification resulting in nitrate, as well as higher
decomposition rates of organic material, favouring nitrate release [85,86]. Water and nitrate saturation
of soils both contribute to the amount of nitrate washed out [87–89]. Due to a lack of data, it was not
possible to include soil components in our meta-analysis.
Post-harvest management (such as burning and replanting) is known to influence nitrate
concentration [90]. In almost half of the studies, information on post-harvest treatment was not
available and could not be used as a predictor for differences between paired catchments. Leaving
harvest residuals can increase nitrogen [13,22]. Most studies did not mention whether logging residue
was left on site to avoid loss of nutrients from the system, but there was a tendency to leave logging
residues (12 sites). Regrowing N fixing plants may also influence the nitrate output, although N fixing
plants may as well profit from the high nitrate concentrations available in the soil after harvest and not
necessarily fix more nitrogen from the air than they need themselves for regrowth [91]. In other forests
where nitrogen-fixing plants such as alder—present in two studies of our meta-analysis [54,92]—were
harvested, nitrate concentration even decreased compared to pre-harvest level [25], which may indicate
that we underestimated the effect of harvest. We have accounted for these site-specific unknown
circumstances by including a random effect for “site” in the meta-analysis.
Between-site variability reflects the differences of effect sizes between sites estimated by the
meta-analytical model. We expected that harvest has a large impact on between-site variability in the
first years, resulting in a high variability reflecting the differences in nitrate concentrations caused by
the different harvest regimes. Contrary to our expectation, total between-site variability increased with
time after harvest (Figure 3a). We interpret the increasing variability as idiosyncratic trajectories of
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regrowth in each site, making predictions for unobserved sites more difficult. We can still interpret
the first years in comparison to the proportion that remained unexplained by the model. The part of
unexplained variances equally increases over the years, but not to the same degree as the total variance.
Forest composition, forest harvest, altitude, and the time after harvest explained parts of between-site
variability in the model.
Combining weak studies can bias results, and we need to make sure to down-weigh weak studies
in meta-analysis. Usually, studies are weighted according to their precision (i.e., the inverse of variance),
assuming that studies with low variance contribute higher amounts of information to the analysis [48].
Study variance does not reflect quality shortcomings such as non-randomness or unrepresentative
sampling. The evidence assessment tool of Mupepele et al. [46] accounts for study quality, and the
resulting level of evidence was multiplied with study variance to down-weigh weak studies. This
did not change the results in our meta-analysis, because levels of evidence were similar in all studies,
and were positively correlated with variance. Furthermore, the random-effects model with relatively
large between-site variability compared to within-site variance (Figure 3b) minimized the importance
of weights ([93], p. 104). Nevertheless, quality shortcomings of individual studies in meta-analysis
need to be revealed and incorporated in the analysis, although this did not influence the results in
our study.
5. Conclusions
Nitrate leaching from harvested forests was generally low and below a harmful level for aquatic
ecosystems [12,94,95]. Nevertheless, forest harvest influences stream nitrate concentration up to five
years after harvesting, depending on harvest type and forest composition. Clearcut and patchcut lead
to significantly increased nitrate concentrations in coniferous and deciduous forests, but not in mixed
forests. Selective harvest has the lowest influence on nitrate concentration. A mixed forest and selective
harvest at low intensity was the management option keeping nitrate concentrations in streams close to
pre-harvest levels. While managed forests—even with occasional clearcuts—may still be beneficial
compared to agriculture, effects should be considered on a landscape scale, avoiding high densities of
several small equally-managed adjacent catchments draining to the same river.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/1999-4907/8/1/5/s1. Table S1:
Data. S2: R-Code used for the analysis.
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